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Tuition, fees may rise 22 percent for 1982-83
By TERM JONES
Tuition and fees at James Madison University may
rise 22.3 percent next year and an additional 14.9
percent the following year if the Virginia General
Assembly changes its tuition subsidy policy.
In-state JMU students can anticipate paying about
$1,480 for 1982-83 tuition and fees and about $1,700 in
1983-84 if the policy is changed, according to Henry
Schiefer. JMU's comptroller. In-state students now
pay $1,210 for tuition and fees.
Similarly, an out-of-state JMU student can expect
to pay about $2,320 for 1982-83 tuition and fees and
about $2,690 in 1983-84, Schiefer said. Out-of-state
students now pay $1,930 for tuition and fees.
THE TUITION INCREASE is due to a decrease in
state revenue projected by the Department of

Slate may trim subsidy
Planning and Budget, according to William
Jackameit. director of institutional research and
budget here. The state cannot feasibly subsidize 70
percent of students' tuition anymore, according to
Jackameit.
>A provision in an appropriations act the General
Assembly is considering would reduce the state's
subsidy from 70 percent of students' tuition to 65
percent. It would require students of four-year
schools to pay 35 percent of their tuition instead of the
present 30 percent.
"Revenue is not growing fast enough to accommodate growth in state programs and inflation,"

Jackameit explained, adding that without a tax increase a 65-35 plan is inevitable.
Jackameit said the state will move from a 70-30
plan this year to a 67V32"2 plan in 1982-83 and finally
to a 65-35 plan in 1983-84.
'The increase (in tuition) this year was partially to
begin moving toward that 35 percent," Jackameit
said. This year's increase was 13 percent.
OUT-OF-STATE JMU students now pay 52 percent
of their educational costs, whereas in-state JMU
students pay 26 percent. These percentages will
remain approximately the same, Jackameit said, so
that in-staters will not have to bear the entire burden
of the increase.
See TUITION, page 2
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SGA
Senate
elected
By ANN RICHARDSON
James Madison University
students elected the 1981-82
Student Government
Association Senate Tuesday.
Each residence hall chose
one representative, while
Greek Row sent three
representatives to the Senate.
Commuter students elected 13
senators.
No candidates were selected
from Presidential Apartments. The two senators from
there will be known at a later
date.
SGA
Legislative
Vice
President Brian Skala was
disappointed by the election.
"There were 18 people who
ran uncontestedxthis time,"
Skala said. He noted, "We had
a very good commuter voter
turnout," which "doubted
from last year."
The 1981-82 Senators are:
Tom Grella. Ashby Hall;
Michelle Hayes. Cleveland Hall, Judy
Morris, Converse Hall; Tom Dewson.
Gilford Hall, Don Waye, Glick Hall.
Judy Wilson. Hoffman Hall; Dawn
Bonham, l.ogan Hall; Daniel Rlordan,
Shenandoah Hall; Craig Underhlll,
Spotswood
Hall;
Ronnie
Bindrim,
Wayland Hall; Sally Rennie, Wine Price
Hall.
Delos Willmore. Chandler Hall; Janet
Dowd and Ann Holly Klrby. Eagle Ha.ll.
Bruce MacCaii. Howard Johnsons;
Vicky Blann. Shorts Hall.
Susan Belsha. Chappelear Hall; Dawn
Smith. Dmgledine Hall; Isable Cum
ming, Fredrikson Hall; Doug Anderson.
Garber Hall. David Durrett. Hanson
Hall
Jane Sherman. Hillside; Martha
Mendeth, Huffman Hall; Dave Harvey.
Ikenberry Hall; Ken Sothoron. Weaver
Hall: Matt Merrltt, White Hall
Debbie
Swartley,
Commuter;
Jonathan Lamb, Commuter; Mike Ells,
Commuter. Kim Scott, Commuter.
Gary
Rodgers,
Commuter;
Salan
Thomas,
Commuter;
Charles
l.eSauvage. Commuter. Neal Harper,
Commuter Bob Ebaugh, Commuter;
Kimberly
Brooks.
Commmuter;
Lawrence Heath. Commuter.
Chris Harvey. Greek Row; Yoo Mee
Chung.
Greek
Row;
and
Kelly
Culpepper, Greek Row

*v

[ Spot showers have dotted the past few days In the"Valley. Friday has a 40 percent chance of rain with a high of around 70 degrees.

Computerized registration set for spring
By ANN RICHARDSON
A new automated computer system
known as the Student Information
System will be used for the first time
during spring pre-registration.
During registration the SIS will be
programmed continuously with up-dated
information to provide a better overall
view of courses and alternates available
to students.
Dr. John Mundy. director of administrative affairs, explained that for
the registration process to be fully
automated, it had to pool its information
resources with the computerized
systems already in the admissions and
accounts receivable office. "They (the
systems) are being merged," Mundy
said. "And that will enable us to preregister people." ~ ,
The overall computerization process
began several years ago when the
business offices first became automated.

This automation was "primarily to get
away from manual accounts," Mundy
said.
Next was the automation of the admissions office, which was placed on a
separate system.
"Students made a point that an on-line
registration system would be helpful
also," Mundy said.
The purpose of the SIS is to incorporate
all student information involving
records, housing, accounts receivable,
admissions, curriculum and vehicle
registration into one computer fde.
according to Ben Yarber. director of
computer services. The information
previously had been filed separately. "If
we can bring it all together, we can share
the common data and you can match it
up with the student information." Yarber
said.
"Basically, it will establish some
control that right now we don't have," he

said. "And also it gives us a handle for
better planning during registration. But
"it's not going to make any more
classrooms or more teachers," Yarber
added.
'
A seventeen-member task force was
established to settle the slightest of
details pertaining to ID validation.
See COMPUTER, page 2

This issue...
The JMU soccer team won its
season opener Tuesday against
VMI, 2-1. See Sports, page 21.
English
professor
Geoffrey
Morley-Mower writes on his spring
Semester in London. See Inside,
page 14.
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* Tuition
(Continued from page 11
"Theoretically, you
could charge in-state
nothing and raise the entire 30
percent from out-of-staters,"
Jackameit noted, adding that
Virginia schools with greater
proportions .of out-of-state
students raise a majority of
their educational costs from
out-of-staters.
The College of William and
Mary
charges
in-state
students 15 percent of their
tuition
and
out-of-state
students 66 percent.
The
University
of
Virginia's
tL"L.„.'. .<..^., ui4rMmilar.' with
in-staters paying 18 percent
and out-of-staters footing 53
percent of the bill.

*.?-*»-

ROOM AND BOARD also
will increase to keep up with
inflation.
according
to
Schiefer.
If a 65-35 plan is approved,
an in-state student should
expect to pay approximately
$3,700 for the total tuition.

room, board and fees package
in 1982-83 and about $4,140 in
1983-84
In 1982-83. an'out-of-stater
will pay about $4,540 for
tuition, room, board and fees
and about $5,130 in 1983-84.
Schiefer said.
According to Jackameit.
most college "presidents do
not like to raise tuition." and
therefore oppose the new 65-35

percent
policy.
College
presidents genera Illy feel
co.nmitted to make a college
education
accessible
to
everyone. They also helieve
that the state should subsidize
the operation of schools, he
said.
The 65-35 plan will be
brought before the state
legislature
for
approval
between January and March
of next year.

is accepting applications
for paid news reporters.
Apply to Jeff Gammage,
news editor, The Breeze.
-

BULL YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!
Photo by Vo Nifty*

BEN YARBER, director of computer services...
...computerized registration won't create more classrooms
or teachers, but will give more control in planning

"N

* Computer
(Continued from page/1)
automobile
decals / and
correction of addresses and
social security numbers to
prevent any errors in the
system's
operation
at
registration. Yarber said.
"Before you can automate
(the system), you had to take
care of all the necessary internal functions" that](>had
previously been done by
assistants," Mundy said. "We
identified 39 tasks that had to
be addressed" before the
system
could
go
into
operation. Mundy noted.

According
"Halloween is
we will make
to an on-line
registration."

to
Yarber,
the actual date
the conversion
system before

The culmination of the
project will occur on Nov. 9,
when SIS will be put into use.
"I don't expect everything
to go 100 percent smoothly this
first tinra," said Yarber. "But
we are asking for the
cooperation of the faculty and
students." Yarber explained
that the system will be
modified and "over a period of
time, things will work out."

THE $0A 1$ TAKINC
PARLIAMENTARIAN
APPLICATIONS
The SGA needs Applications For
Students-at-Large Returned By
SEPTMEBER 25th.
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Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor.The great change-of-pace drink with-a taste that has
It all o\«r beer. Perfect when you want something to go with
special times: like after the party, before the party. and.of
CO'!.■s'i, during the party.
Eut whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade.

SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR.
DON T SAY BEER SAY BULL!
e |979 Jo* Sc*it/Brewing Co M<tv*ukM*od«rv«r«atcrtm

Please don't Forget To Vote
In The SGA Senate Elections .

THANK VII m Yttt PMTKIf ATWN1!

Dod Distributing C6., Inc.
Verona, VA
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ne service delayed for JMU commuters

Photo by lorn Liotito*

CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE said that phone installation was delayed for commuter
students because of transition to a new computer system.

By JEFF BILYER
Delays in the installation
and testing of a new $2.4
million 'digital
switching
system delayed phone service
for hundreds of James
Madison University commuter students.
The new switch was installed Saturday and brought
1.000 new phone lines into
service in the Harrisonburg
area, according to Milton
Farmer
of
Continental
Telephone Co.
This provided hook-up for
about 200 JMU commuters,
Farmer said, adding that
more students should receive
service early this week.
But this offers little consolation to some students.
"The first week is the most
important time to have a
phone."
said
commuter
student Vin Dunn. Dunn and
his roommate paid for/ phone
service Aug. 30 but aid not
receive service until Sept. 12.
Since JMU leases its own
phone system from Continental
Telephone
Co.,
campus residents were not

Archeology students
attend summer dig
By. LISA DANIELS
The
James
Madison
University
anthropology
program sponsored an eightweek summer field course for
college students this summer.
The course was held in
conjunction with the Thomas
Jefferson Memorial Foundation, attracting students
from all over the country.
The archeoiogical class,
held from June 15 to Aug. 7,
was held in Charlottesville.
Va , at Jefferson's 5,000-acre
plantation. The purpose was
to acquaint students with all
phases of the archeoiogical
process.

■<

"Each student went through
an entire cycle of learning
techniques and then worked at
all areas in the excavation,
including laboratory, survey
and actual field work," said
Dr. Clarence. Geier, a JMU
professor and an instructor in
the program.
The dig was designed to
research slave dwellings and
lifestyle. However, the slave
quarters
were
never
researched
since
other

projects proved to be very
time-consuming.
The major finds of the dig
included a honeymoon suite
and a walkway which connected to the main building.
An eighteen-foot drywell and
many smaller artifacts were
uncovered
Dr. William Boyer. an
assistant anthropology professor and a program
sponsor, said the project
fulfilled a "dual pupose " "We
were helping the foundation
by providing skilled labor,
whHe the students were
earning academic credit
through
practical
experience."
Boyer is considering a
return to Charlottesville to
research the people who may
have inhabited Jefferson's
plantation
in prehistoric
times. "We found some Indian
artifacts which date back
somewhere between 2000 and
R000 B.C. By using a combination of Jefferson's maps
and some modern day maps.
I'm almost sure of where an
ancient Indian grave yard is."

risk'-
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Garber said^smflke detectors are recommended because they
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Valley Day
set for
Saturday

By DIANE DUNN
James Madison University's second annual Valley
Day will be held Sept. 19.
Valley Day will begin at 10
a.m. on the archery field. The
day will be highlighted by arts
and crafts exhibits and the
Virginia State Championship
Woodchopping Rodeo, according i to
university
spokesman Fred Hilton.
Other events will include
bluegrass music sponsored by
the University
Program
Board and performed by
Empty Pockets. A clogging
demonstration by the JMU
Folk Dance Ensemble will
also be featured
Most of the arts and crafts
exhibits will be for sale. The
display is free to the public
and will include works by a
blacksmith, broom maker and
chair maker.
The rodeo will feature
competition in five categories
and nearly $1000 in priie
PIMM By ro Nafaya
noney. The events are speed
SEVERAL JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY student* attended •hop. ax throw, rail-splitting,
an anthropology program this summer.
xie-man buck and two-man
buck.
The speed chop is the
toughest event, according to
professional
logger
and
provide "early warning" of poisonous gases "before they reach a woodchopper Bernie
Weisberger.
critical point."
Hilton said the purpose of
Garber said the average approved detector has the ability to
sense combustion 200 times more than a dog's finely-tuned sen- Valley Day is to recognize the
relationship between valley
ses.
He estimated the average smoke detector costs between $10- residents and JMU. Valley
Day opens the campus to the
$50. depending on the model and where it is bought.
Smoke detectors are not required by law in older buildings, but Shenandoah Valley, according
a new law requires their installation in newly constructed to Hilton.
Most of the planning has
buildings. Garber said.
been done by Dr. Ray Sooner,
The houses on Greek Row were built with smoke detectors.
vice president for public afGarber said adding that only recently renovated older dorms
have early warning devices. Ashby Hall is one such renovated fairs; Alan Peer, development
director; Mike Way, director
dorm. Garber said.
The main causes of fire in residence halls have been smoking of the Warren Campus Center
Hilton.
related (smoking in bed. or unextinguished cigarettes in trash and
Hilton is hoping for a turcans) and electrical short-circuits from old or faulty appliances
nout of several thousand
students have used in their rooms, Garber noted.
Garber said in the 10 years he has been at JMU, there have been people this year, but said
crowd size may depend on the
no serious dorm fires.
weather.
"We've never lost a life or had a serious injury." he said.

Smoke detectors urged by safety officer
By JILL HOWARD
Smoke detectors in residence hall rooms with lofts are a
"recommended safety precaution." according to Richard Garber. James Madison University safety officer.
"It's meant toward saving lives." Garber said. "Life safety is
greatly enhanced if early detection equipment is present."
The "Small Lofts-Platform Beds Specifications" hand-out
given to students building lofts states "duerto the increased fire
danger associated with loft construction and use...purchase of a
battery-operated smoke detector is strongly recommended."
One of the fire dangers in rooms with lofts is the result of
student attempts to modify their rooms vja "unauthorized rewiring" of light fixtures. Garber said. Students often overload
electrical outlets to make up for the loss of lighting caused by
their lofts. GSrber added, *.- ■*-*»»
Garber said sleeping near the ceiling increases the chances of
dangerous fume inhalation should a fire occur.
"Anv tvpe ofsmoke is lighterthanair and naturally rises to the
top of the room," he said. "The higher you sleep, the higher the

affected by the delay.
Aug. 24 had been the target
date for the transition to the
new
computer • system,
Farmer said, adding that
installation and testing took
longer than expected.
Eventually computers will
control all the phone service in
Rockingham County, Farmer
said.
Two new poliices of the
telephone company are aimed
at alleviating some problems
involved with phone installation
for
commuter
students.
The first is mailing applictions for service to
students during the summer.
This helps the phone company
get some of the initial
paperwork out of the way,
Farmer said.
"Then the student would
only have to pick up his phone,
plug it in, and he'd have a dial
tone," Farmer said.
, The second policy is the
creation of a separate office
dealing solely with student
phone service, according to
Farmer.
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Campus police release names
of those arrested after chase
BY JEFF GAMMAGE
Campus police have identified three men arrested
about 1:15 a.m.
Sunday on the James Madison
University campus.
Wendall Arlin McDaniel. 22.
of Charlottesville turned
himself in to campus police
Monday night, according to
Alan MacNutt. director of
campus security.
McDaniel was charged with
disregard of and attempt to
elude police, reckless driving
and trespassing, MacNutt
said.
McDaniel was the driver of
the car involved in a chase
with police early Sunday,
according to MacNutt.
The other two men, Ronnie
Dale Lee of Barbersville and
James Wayne Brown of
Standerdville,
were Apprehended Sunday.
Brown was charged with
trespassing and littering.
MacNutt said, adding that the
littering charge was brought
after
Brown
allegedly
dropped a liquor bottle while

running from the car
. Lee was charged with
trespassing and carrying a
concealed weapon, a knife.
MacNutt said the weapon
was a folding knife measuring
9'3 inches extended. The
blade was 4»2 inches. MacNutt
said.
The men "were very

university spokesman Fred
Hilton.
Campus police also made an
arrest for public drunkenness
Saturday. MacNutt said.
Steven Hauser was found
'•passed out" in his car in G-

The men "wire very reluctant
to talk about why they were here"
reluctant to talk about why
they were here." MacNutt
adder*
The car, a 1966 Ford station
wagon,
belonged to a
girlfriend of one of the men,
MacNutt said.

lot at 2:45 a.m. Saturday and
<jmmUf&W0&,, wj& J>ub!i£
drunkenness. MacNutt said.
Hauser is not a student here,
he added.

Behind East Market /Exxon At The
Corner Of Wolfe Street ^
& Furnace Road
w

ATTENTION L
SORORITIES 4
FRATERNITIES
we HAVE A fULL SERVICE FLOWER SHOP
FRESH FLOWERS ^DAHCES*? PARTIES
CORSAGES, BOUTONHIERES,
ARRANGEMENTS, CUT FLOWERS
10% OFF WITH JMU I.D.
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None of the men are JMU
students,
according
to

Student charged
in auto accident
By JEFF GAMMAGE
A James Madison University student was charged
witt) driving under the influence in connection with an
auto accident that occurred about 1:40 a.m. Saturday,
according to a Harrisonburg police spokesman.
Gregory Michael Beiro was charged after the car he
was driving struck a backhoe parked across from the
Harrisonburg Municipal Building on South Main Street.
Beiro and two other passengers, JMU students Janette
R. Bitter and Scott R. Stewart, suffered minor injuries.
The three were treated at Rockingham Memorial
Hospital and released, according to a report in the Daily
News-Record.

It dikes

agoodhead
to make it
through college.

A third passenger, JMU student Sharon K. Barker,
suffered multiple facial cuts and was admitted to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital. Barker was released
Monday, a hospital spokesman said.
The accident occurred when Beiro apparently lost
control of his 1973 Capri two-door as it rounded a slight
turn in the street, according to police.
The vehicle struck a fire hydrant before crashing into
the bucket of the city-owned backhoe, police said.

THE
SUNROOM
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'American Dream
is symposium topic
■/

-mp-

By MIKK /MART
"The
American
Dream" will be the
theme presented in the
Eighth Annual James
Madison
University
Arts
and
Sciences
Symposium Sept 22
through 24. It is sponsored by the College of
Letters and Sciences
Syndicated columnist
James J. Kilpatrick will
be among the featured
speakers He will lecture on 'The American
Dream Confronts
Political
Realities."
Sept 28 at K p.m. in
Wilson Auditorium.
The symposium is
free of charge and open
to the public. A grant of
partial support was
donated by the Virginia
Foundation for the
Humanities and Public
Policy.
"Because of domestic
and international
problems, what this
country represents has
been questioned." said
Dr. Frank Gerome.
symposium cochairman, adding that
the symposium's theme
was selected for this
reason. The committee

put together a program i
to show what "The
, America nDream
represents-whet her it
is just a cliche, or
relevent to American
life today." Gerome
said.
Poet and novelist
Marge Piercy
will
present "Dreaming on
Full. Dreaming on
Empty." Sept. 22 at R
p.m in the GraftonStovall Theatre and will
host a poetry reading
Sept 23 at 11 am. in the
South Ballroom of the
Warren Campus Center.
Benjamin
Quarles.
historian, will lecture on
"TheAmerican Dream:
The
Black
Interpretation" at 9 a.m.
Sept. 23 in the GraftonStovall Theatre and will
conduct a discussion on
"The
Afro-American
Component in U.S.
History" in the South
Ballroom of the Warren
Campus Center at 2
p.m. Sept. 23.
Economist Andrew
Winnick
and
solar

' <►■

energy consultant Paul
Maycock will discuss
"Will the American
Dream Run Out of
Gas?" on Sept. 24 in the
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
at 1:45 p.m Winnick
will also lecture on "The
American
Economic
System: Can it Still
Fulfill the Dream?" at
9:30 a.m. Sept. 24.
Maycock will present
"Resources and Social
Issues in Energy" 8
p.m. Sept, 24.
A panel discussion
with members of the
university's American
Studies Committee will
analyze the "Diversity
of
the
American
Dream"at II a.m. Sept.
24 in the South Ballroom
of the Warren Campus
Center
.This year's program
has been condensed to
three days to "attract
more students" and
encourage participation. Gerome said.,
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$.89
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2 for 1
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Canada Dry Ginger Ale
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$1.69
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A LAW raising the "off-premise" drinking age to 19 is causing
problems for students and local store owners. Proprietors claim
the law is inconvenient for them and their customers.

y.

178 South Main Street
Within Walking Distance

Drinking legislation
creates dilemmas
By STEPHEN ALLEN
Local
merchants
and
students are being affected by
legislation passed last spring
raising the "off-premise"
drinking age for beer to 19.
The "on-premise" drinking
age for beer remained at 18.
Most store owners and
students in Harrisonburg feel
the law has been a burden.
Jim Fewell, owner of StopIn Food Market, believes the
law has not discouraged 18year-olds from getting beer.
"They've
just
gotten
someone else to buy it for
them, same as they've always
done." Fewell said. "It's
supposed to make the public
think they're <the Virginia
Legislature)
combatting
teenage drinking. It's really
just a waste of legislative
paper."
Store owners are also upset
about constantly having to
check student identification.
"We're having to card

everyone, at least until we get
to know them." said Wayne
Baugher. owner of Midway
Market. "Most people are
cooperative, although some
get very indignant."
"We've
been
carding
anyone who looks 30-years-old
or younger." Fewell added.
Proponents of the law
believe it will curb teenage
drinking. Delegate Kevin
Miller- of Harrisonburg supported the bill's passage and
still favors the measure.
"I'm convinced it was the
proper move." Miller said.

Here's our weekly accessory specials to keep you
in music and your equipment in good health!
Allsop 3
cassette
deck cjeaner
Get the dirt
before it gets.,
you!

o o

2*

Miller added the compromise permitting 18-yearolds' on-premise drinking.
rights "has avoided the
problem of freshmen not
being allowed to drink in the
campus center."
This compromise has also
allowed bars and Greek
parties to remain unaffected
by the legislation.

audio
technics
AT 130 E Cartridge
Nude Bi-Radial diamond stylus\
Tapered cantilever
Incredible fidelity!

SPECIAL
SANYO 2 CUBIC FEET
"Dorm"
Refrigerator $109.95
^
HARRY's TV and APPLIANCE
CENTER INC,

Reg. $7.95

List 125.00 ^
Ace reg. 44.95

WKBOAIL mm

BASF Performance 90
Cassette 3-pak
Perfect for home
A
&carl

We do our own service

Buy 2- get 1 free!

43 & Liberty St. 434-8469
Downtown Harrisonburg

26 Pleasant Hill Road
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WE RE MORE THAN A
j NICE PLACE TO EAT
Were really THREE'GREAT RESTAURANTS in one

THE

«B*»

XVl^r *THE<

MMANT

Specializing in fine food and excellent service
For a good time, THE PUB
is the spot for you!

•

the finest entertainment spot in
Harrison burg.

1

located in downtown fuurisonburg
Park in the Water Si. parking deck, and
enter across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

Weekends
can happen anytime."

Put a little
weekend
inyourweek.
"Freshmen waitfor
the weekend
to have a Michelob.
Seniors know better."

Some books missing
after SGA booksale
By ANN RICHARDSON
The Student Government
Association reported about
three percent in this year's
booksale were lost or stolen,
according to SGA President
Lynn Tipton.
About 24 books were
missing from the booksale. a
slight increase over last
year's fall sale, Tipton said.
Tipton attributes the loss of
books to a shortage in student
volunteers to operate the
booksale.
She noted, however, the
number of missing books
indicated there was some
theft from the sale. "Obviously, we don't frisk
anybody," she said.
Some books were stolen
because "there were
enough students for security."
Tipton
said.
As
a
precautionary measure, no
backpacks or bookbags were
allowed into the booksale.
"A lot of the times, the
(information) cards aren't
secured and the card falls
off." Tipton explained. "Then
there's really no way to
identify the books."

By MIKE CLARK
A $500 scholarship for a
minority student majoring in
education
has
been
established at James Madison
University.
The Herff Jones Division of
the Carnation Company,
acting in cooperation with the
JMU School of Education and
Human Services, has made
the scholarship possible which
will be given to a rising senior
or graduate student.

This scholarship is an
example of private corporations attempting to fill the
void created by the recent
withdrawals
of
federal
programs and money, according to Dr. Lillian Jennings, assistant dean of the
School of Education and
Human Services.

Rt. 11 North, P.O. Box880 Veraia, Virgjnm34482
Phone:(703)248-8131

Last year, the SGA received
$249.30 for unclaimed books,
but "half of that usually goes
towards (the booksale's)
expenses," Tipton said. "We
ide a service to the
nts, we're not out to
make any money out of this,"
she said.
"Overall, I was extremely
disappointed
(wth
the
booksale)," Tipton said. "If
they (the students) want it to
continue, they're going to
have to provide the input and
the manpower "

Grant available
for minority student

Each department of 'the
school is being asked to
recommend a nominee. The
recipient will be selected by a
standing admissions and
retentions committee from
the university, which will
decide on the basis of involvement in race relations,
community relations or civic
affairs, and the commitment
to teaching in the ghettos and
barrios of center cities.

John D. Eiland Co., Inc

Each student wishing to sell
books signed a contract
stating the SGA would not be
responsible for any lost or
misplaced books. The student
also agreed that any books not
claimed during the specified
pick-up time would become
SGA property.
All unclaimed checks are
destroyed at the end of the
semester.
The unclaimed books are
then sold by the SGA to the
Virginia Textbook Buyers
"and we get a flat rate for the
books," Tipton said.

Jennings said it was Herff
Jones' idea to award the
scholarship to a minority
student. The company decided
to award the money to a
minority since it is usually a
minority who wishes to pursue
a teaching career in the inner
cities. Jennings added.
JMU was one of a few
colleges and universities

chosen by Herff Jones to
receive a grant for a student:
No criteria for the selection of
colleges was given.
The recipient of the award
will be announced in June
1961. The award may or may
not be continued on a yearly
basis.

Liaison
working
for unity
By VALERIE CAMM
James Madison University's new minority affairs
coordinator wants to help "not
only the black students but all
minority students" here.
George Harris, a 1981 JMU
graduate, serves as liaison
between minority students
and the administration.
Harris hopes to unify black
student organizations by
suggesting that they cosponsor events, thus ending
rivalry between groups. He is
seeking "one big happy
group—instead of segregated
groups—working toward a
common goal."
- .
Harris intends to form a
problem committee that will
include one member from
each class and one member
from
each
minority
organization. Students can
then "freely discuss personal
and academic problems,"
Harris said.
A welcome-back picnic was
held recently at Purcell Park,
and an open house was held at
the Warren Campus Center
recently. Harris sponsored the
events "to allow all students
to meet the black JMU faculty
and new students," he said.

•
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Dieting prevalent
on JMU campus

pholo by Nency Lee While

JMU STUDENT Tim Fratarcanglelo prepares a salad.

By TAMMY S(\RTON
Almost everyone thest* days
is obsessed with the idea of
losing weight for athletics,
health or good looks James
Madison University students
are no exception
Some sports require that an
athlete be trim and maintain a
certain weight Tt is often said
that he needs a diet high in
protein and carbohydrates,
but this is mistaken, according to Jean Copper.
Gibbons
Dining
Hall
nutritionist. The athlete's
nutritional needs are not
much different from those of
other students, she said,
adding that foods high in
protein will not develop
muscles or add strength and
energy
The average diet usually
contains an overabundance of I
proteins, she said.
A recent study on the JMU
women"s basketball and field
hockey teams showed that
their meals consisted of 45
percent proteins—three times
as much as the body needs.
Copper noted.
Copper and Dr. Rose Mary
Rummel. a nutritionist in the
physical and health education
department, both agree that

an athlete usually does not
need to eat specially prepared
meals, but that eating certain
foods may give him a
psychological edge
"An athlete does not need a
special diet if he eats a wellbalanced diet, but like the rest
of the general population, he
doesn't
eat
properly."
Rummel said
While an athlete does not
need a special long-term diet,
the foods he eats on game
days can affect his performance. Rummel noted.
"He should eat a high carbohydrate meal . such as
pancakes or spaghetti, for
energy several hours before
the game. He may feel bloated
at first, but carbohydrates go
through the digestive process
very quickly, she said
Athletes should not eat a high
fat meal before competition
because fats remain in the
stomach for long periods of
time, slowing down the
digestive process. Rummel
said.
A liquid diet before competition
may
eliminate
nausea* Tea or coffee should
not be taken before com-,
petition because the added
.

See DIET, page 9

jlke Body Stop
The Purple Building On The Court Square

2 North Main St., Hdrrisonburg
Open Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m.
Open Daily 1C A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Master Charge and Visa

ZMVWAV.

Bring to you , for all occasions
Leotards

CONTINUED
20 visits for $20.00

Horizon

Sure S Tan
1106 Reservoir Street, Harrisonburg
434-1812

" THERE IS A DIFFERENCE *

long sleeve
short sleeve
camisole
orlon ribbed turtlenecks
•COLORS INCLUDE BLACK, PINK, NAVYfWINE, GREEN,
LAVENDER, BR)WN & MORE-

Ughts

-

seamless, run resistant, orlon ribbed and
terry thermal for all occasions
ASSORTED COLORS & SIZES

Leg Warmers

all in assorted colors & one size fits all
Knee Sox assorted solid colors & argyles

Knit Caps with matching Scarves
Children* sizes also available

I
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• Diet
i Continued from page 8)

Another is for economic
reasons: meat is expensive
both to buy and raise. Most
believe it is wrong to kill for
food. Rummel added.
Practicing
vegetarian
Donna Richardson said. "At
first, it started out as a game.
a test of willpower. I wanted to
see if I could do it for a month.
Then it turned into a religious
thing. I started studying
Buddhism and Hinduism.
They believe that all animals
have souls and I do. too. I just
think killing an animal to eat
it is wrong. It's hard because I
love hamburgers," Richardson said.
"They're my
favorite
thing
to
eat.
Sometimes I get a Big Mac
attack and I'll go as far as

already
nervous athlete.
Hummel said.
Vegetarianism is practiced
by some students on campus
Copper said "there are
probably 30-40. or maybe as
high as 60 vegetarians on
campus."
There are several factions
of vegetarians: Those that
will eat poultry or fish, those
that will eat butter, cheese,
eggs and other animal byproducts and those that will
eat only food from plants.
People become vegetarians
for varying reasons. Rummel
said. One reason is health.
Some believe animals are
subject to diseases and that
vegetables and fruits have all
the elements the body needs.

A10-speed that balances
dollars and sense.
Our Traveler* has
got value written all
over it. It's one wellequipped, well-built,
good-looking machine
that hasn't priced
itself out of reach.

getting the car keys out. but
then I stop because I know
once I get there. I won't eat
it"
Vegetarians have to watch
their meals very carefully to
sure they are getting all the
proper vitamins, minerals,
and other nutrients needed by
the body. Rummel said, adding that vitamin supplements are usually not
needed if the person is eating
a well-balanced meal.
Both Rummel and Copper
cautioned against diet crazes
' such as the Scarsdale diet,
liquid protein and diet pills.
"Most of those are not
balanced.'' Rummel said. " A
person may lose weight on

them i the diets) but as soon as
they go off them or return to
their regular eating habits,
the weight comes right back."
Copper said. "Forget them.
I so not believe in them. They
may be injurious to your
health." She mentioned four
steps one should follow while
trying to lose weight:
Eliminate
your diet.

desserts

Eliminate starchy
vegetables such as corn,
spaghetti and potatoes.
Eliminate seconds and. ask
for smaller portions.

THE COST OF
LIVING.

L

AMERICAN CANCER SOCKTY.

^-v-^**---* «*

OUNTRY (jASUALSl
Next to A&P

Available in
12 Fall Colors

v SCHWINN
$199.95
434-5151

from

Eliminate soft drinks and
beer
The only true way for a
person to lose weight is to
reduce his intake by-one or
two hundred calories a day,
Rummel said. Dieting for
athletics, health or looks
should be gradual process,
Rummel added. Once the
desired weight is taken off,
only permanent eating habits
changes will keep it off. she
said

$13.99

First Quality Name Brands
at Discount Prices

M-F
Sat.

9:30 - 9:00
9:30 - 6:00

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
1094 s coueofAve. HARRISONBURG. VA

H. Ken Elkins, C.L.U.
Representing

■UN ikmm

Locally

i«i"i»ilf

Since 1967
Phone - 828-3373
"Ensure When You Insure"

<f/4an&
Moman

the

WW 911 S. High St.

434-7948
157 Warsaw Ave.
Budwiser 12 pk. 4.39 Old Mill (cans) reg. & light 1.89
Lite 12 pk. 4.49
Busch 1.99
Miller (cans) 2.19
Erlangcr 2.09
Michelob trig) 2.59
"Bull"' 12pk. 3.99
Molson 2.99
Moosehead 3.19
BudBusch Bar bottles (24) 7.99
Bud 1-4 keg 20.49
Old Mill 1-4 keg 15.95
Old Mill 1-2 keg 25.95
Busch 1-2 keg 28.95

434-8678

\ « University
H<
Hafe tylists
1

HAIRCUTS ,,ehi"dL,"gis,
$6.00
433-9533

+ * MIDWAY*^
MARKET *

CONNII SMITH. OWNIR

Cigarettes (carton) 4.89
Pepsi 6-12 oz. cans 1.79
Coke 6-16 oz. bottles 1.79
Synders pretzels (11 oz.) .89

Chips 3 lb. box 3.99
Pretzels 4 lb. box 3.89
Ice 10 lbs. 99
Chips lib. .1.79

OPEN NIGHTLY TILL MIDNIGHT

r
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WHICH CAME! FIRST: the license plate or the bumper sticker?

A&P
Schmidts 6-12 oz
Old Mill 6-12 oz
Coke, Tab or Sprite 8-16 oz
ANNE PAGE
Frozen Pizzas 12 oz
Borden's Cheese Slices

$1.69
$1.69
$1.09
deposit

Photo by Y» Natty.

EASIEST PICK-UP
ON CAMPUS

t

.99
$1.88

Doritos Tortilla Chips 8 oz pack .99
Jane Parker English Muffins
12 pack .89

Porterhouse Steaks 3.99 a lb.
Ribeye Steaks $4.99 a lb.
Claussen Pickles qt. $1.39
Gwaltney Great Dogs $.99 a lb\
Gunnoe Sausage $1.59 a lb.
Yellow Onions 3 lb. $.99
White Potatoes 10 lbs. $1.39
Golden Delicious Apples
3 lbs. $.88

».v

imbg ih tr-brin*, «. crmfal, w.
r******4»».»jrtf.f • tftlf

V
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Student wins award
Cindy Leach, daughter of
JMU productions, including
Mr and Mrs. Roy Leach. 260
this summer's dinner theater
I'aul^Street. Harrisonburg, _ .musicals.,
•■
*"
has beeTT selected to receive " 'After graduation, Ms. Leach
the 19K1 Valley Players
plans to be a high school
Drama
Scholarship.
Ms
drama teacher.
I^each competed for the anAlthough Valley Players is
nual award with finalists
not currently presenting
Anthony Hinkle of Dayton and
plays, the community theater
Barry
Lambert'
of
group retains its corporation
Harrisonburg.
charter and functions as a
The scholarship in the
foundation to perpetuate
amount of $500 will be paid in
theater arts.
Ms Leach's name to James
Tax-deductible gifts to the
Madison University where she
Scholarship Foundation may
is a sophomore majoring in
be made by contacting Robin
Communication Arts. Ms.
McNallie. president of the N.
x
l-oaeh has had roles in several
board, or Mae Frantz, chair,
Valley Players Scholarship
Committee.
The Valley Players Drama
Scholarship Award is made
each summer on a competitive basis.

.-If

'foppa kega Boh*
■

■

^^\buha\* to taste it to believe it.

Got
News
Tip?
Contact

The

Shank Beverage
Breeze
1350 Country Club Rd.
Call
Harrisonburg Va.
6127
434-7829
NATIONAL
. v.

BOHEMIAN
BEER

^\

Ask
for
Chris
or

Martha
V

•
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Constant repairs
keep tracks safe
'J? JWipfcOl'DY

The railroad tracks running
through campus are in "very
good condition." according to
Allen Wheelbarger. area
superintendent of Chesapeake
Western in Harrisonburg.
Wheelbarger
said
Chesapeake Western inspects
its tracks on a weekly basis
and makes any necessary
repairs. "We'll be putting in
new ties on the campus'tracks
next week." Wheelbarger
said, adding that Chesapeake
Western did similar maintenance work last year on the
tracks behind Way land and
Hoffman Halls

I

Photo By Yo Nagaya

SOME RAILROAD ties will be replaced next week

The American
Cancer Society
thanks you.
Your employees
thank you.
Their families
thank you.
You've become a
life savor. Literally.
For installing our
Employee Education
Program. For letting
us supply free films,
exhibits, speakers,
pamphlets, posters,
and articles for
your company
publications. For
accepting our help in
arranging "action"
programs for your
employees... for
detection of
colorectaI cancer,
instructions in breast,
cancer examination,
for detection of
cervical cancer via
the Pap test.
For simply
understanding that if
cancer is detected in
its early stages,
chances for cure are
greatly increased
Thank you.
Hundreds of
companies now have
an American Cancer
Society Employee
Education Program.
If vours isn't one of
them, call us.

^

American Cancer Society
2.000,000 people fighting cancer
IHISMWI

UIVIMIITMI

>s \PL'IIH SHIVH I

.1fJ. r !>■■ r.t.t' III l.'.ll'

Trains

traveling

through

campus ca*nnot exceed 10
miles-per- hour. Wheelbarger
said, adding that "the federal
government sets a maximum
speed limit for a stretch of
track, and we have to build
that
track
to.
those
specifications."
Chesapeake Western has
also maintained a good safety
record.
according
to
Wheelbarger
"I
can't
remember any accidents in
this area." Wheelbarger said.
Unlike some
railroads
across the country that have
let stretches of track fall into
disrepair. Chesapeake
■Western Railway has been
♦able to maintain the tracks in
the
Harrisonburg
area.
Wheelbarger said.

—f—
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Announcements
Wanpler Play
Bad Habits by Terrence
McNallv will be presented
Sept. 18-20 in Wampler Experimental Theater. The
performances will be Friday,
and Sunday at 8 p.m. A
reception will*
, be
immediately
follow
Friday's performance.
Saturday's performances are
7 and 10 p.m. Tickets are
available for $2.00 at the door.

CP&P
The 1981 Foreign Service
Exam will be given Dec. 5. It
is offered only once a year.
Information and registration
materials can be obtained in
the office of Career Planning
and Placement, second floor.
Alumnae
Hall.
The
registration deadline is Oct.
23.

Medical Society
The first meeting of the
JMU Medical Society will be
held on Sept. 23 at 6 p.m. in
Miller 101. Everyone is
welcome and refreshments
will be served.

Graduate Club
Join the Graduate Club
every Friday from 5-7 p.m.
Gibbons Dining Hall 1 for an
informal meeting. Cost is $2
for all the wine and cheese you
would like. All graduate
students and faculty are invited.

Republican Club
The JMU Republican Club
will behaving its first meeting
Sept. 21 in Room D. WCC
Activities and goals for the
semester will be discussed

Tutors Needed
If you are a JMU student
and wish to tutor in either
your major or minor area of
study, please stop by
the Counseling and Student
Development Center, second
floor Alumnae, and pick up an
application.
. ^

Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Foundation will
have its fall retreat Sept. 25-26
at Rock Wood Lodge at the
Massanetta Springs Conference Center. The theme
will be "Growth in Christian
Discipleship." There will be
four study-reflection sessions
led by area ministers. The
retreat will also include time
for recreation, worship and_
solitude.
Meet Sept. 25. 6 p.m. at the
Wesley Foundation and return
10:30 p.m. Sept. 26. The
registration fee is $3 and the
total cost is $12. You can
register by bringing $3 to the
Wesley Foundation (690 S.
Main St.) or by putting the
registration fee in campus box
4253. Call 434-3490 for more
information.

Beta Sigma Hii
Beta Sip""v Phi is . sponsoring trie r c..o>*WLeaves
Fifth Annual 10K Race.
Participants should meet Oct.
17. 9:45-10:30 a.m. at the
Warren County Junior High
School. Front Royal, Va.
Starting time is 10:45 a.m.
with free T-shirts given to the
first 200 registered. Medals
and trophies will be awarded
in 10 categories, as well as
door prizes. Shower facilities
will be availavle for runners
The
Shenandoah
Valley
Runners Club will assist in the
event For registration in-,
formation send a stamped
self-addressed envelope to
Susan HrbeR. 1043 Wine
Street. Front Royal. Va. 22630.

CPAP
A workshop concerning oncampus interview procedures,
filling out the placement file,
writing a job objective and
effective job hunting methods
will be discussed on Sept. 23.
11 a.m.-12 noon. Advance signup is posted in the Career
Planning and Placement
office.

Historical Society
The Wayland Historical
Society Picnic will be held
Sept. 18at Hillandale Park.
Shelter 1,5:30-8:30 p.m. If you
have any questions, need
directions or a ride . contact
Janice Tribett or Dr.
Hollman.

JMU Spirit Award
The James Madison University Athletic Department
will institute and sponsor an award called the JMU
SPIRIT AWARD this year. The award will be given to a
recognized club, organization or dormitory which
displays the most enthusiasm and support for the JMU
football and basketball teams during their respective
seasons. The trophies will be presented at the end of the
football and basketball seasons.
A winner for each home game will be announced at the
end of each home basketball and home football game. The
overall winner for each season will be awarded the JMU
SPIRIT AWARD at the end of each season.
The overall winner for each season will be determined
by a panel of judges. Enthusiasm and support displayed
at both home and away games will be taken into con-,
sideration by the judges.
The JMU SPIRIT AWARD will be a revolving trophy
which passes from each season's winner to the next. Each
season's winner will receive a plaque to keep permanently.
All clubs, activities and organizations are invited to
demonstrate school spirit and participate in the competition. If there are any questions about the award,
please call Casey Carter at 433-6737.

Announcement deadlines for The Breeze are 5 p.m.
Monday for the Thursday paper and 5 p.m. Friday for
the Monday issue. Organizations should submit their
announcements typed and double-spaced. Announcements are campus services for students which
are sponsored by recognized clubs and organizations.
If any club or organization plans an event of
significance that, may warrant coverage, notify The
Breeze two weeks in advance. The Breeze's phone
number is 6127 and the mailing address is The Breeze,
Wine-Price Building.

Tom Baldwin
Kevin Gallagher & Scott Lewis
Scott Runger & Brian Bradford
David Anderson
Friday September 18, 8:00 p.m. FREE
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The whole notion of being in a foreign countn
unionii strange people with different customs is
stirring enough. but ihis particular country is like
a gigantic antique fair The IKth century.is not
'considered olit in London

live Semester in London.
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stud*'lits across the sea to
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Our students lived and hoarded in a row house
built m lJK'i in an area called Bloomshurv. the_
Tiomsburv Stpiare It
name hrkrn'fmrmtearI>v
was a lasliioiiable area in the iJi'h century and
Thomas Jefferson and Hpfiiamin Franklin were
entertained at houses which.still.exist in aJI their»
grandeur in-these rather fjjrjnal squares, each
with a railed park in the middle

■— •

. Thi' students spend li
■weeks
Overseas,
taking
from I.' to i.l hours of. credit \U of thi' ionises
the) lake revolve around
thi- country t.hey are in
The students lake Uritish
history, art. auhitei-tare
political
science
.and
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an independent stud* and
;i not he i
course of Ineir
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By now we ha\e walked past do/ens nl churches
designed-bv ChristopherAVrvn and built alter the
(irejil Fire nl London in IfiWi when the old wooden'.
I'ity was destroved forever The\ look vaguely
familiar been use the typical \mencah white-"
■ |ximted church with its spire n'illars and portico is
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It/ is a stones thro\*; ffom liloomsbury
dominated In the twin hulks of London University:

one

professor
accompanies
th'ei'n*"~"fhis 'means
the
majority of the'students'
rlasse's
are
taught
by,
British instructors.
The nassw»
■ sV* meet tw ice a
week, once for lecture, the
. second meeting ii field trip
to actually see the things
students .
have
been
study in'g. Ralph Cohen, the
foilndel of the program,
evpla inert that the*
are
'"using
London
as
resource."
,
By
tin
end
o(
semestei ( ohen -,.us
students
ni\ ol\ cd
know
about" .and have seen mo/e
than most nativrC'het a use,
"Londoner** take it foi
granted." In this case, the
students are immersed in
what they are studying: il
surrounds
them
at
al
times, -jgr
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Might:
(.eoffrev - MorlevMow'er Heftirand Ralph (ohen
show off a sign one of their_
students managed to acquire
while in London

t .

Saunders skipped severs
days of class tvj .vujit. Greece
for a week "It was nice being
. on—my own, "being ' very in
vP#pBndent.'' she said
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ly.n thodehates The literatureproieivsor could !>e
-luiv,mg Ins <-tiuli>Mis Keats' hnuse'neai H.inip
■"sU'inlJliMth And Ihoarebitectlirw prolessor mighl
hi' Uiking his students by" bus fp'-SauU Alha'ns to jjpe
the Human ruins ol Venilamium and the Norrmin
(atheriral there Kvery weekday is crammed with
'his sort of educational excitement and each Visit
is scheduled so thai ali students, if they wish to;
i anattend not just tffosFVvhosignfox thecTasies-

museum
•■ Kegentls
tbeArran
Kbury the
it1' ■ Ihis is
week nnri
e Ihe tube
ill add the

»*»<«■

Winchester "Tving Alfred's Saxon .Capital
glorified In the Normans .tn prove their
legitimacy > SaUs+mry iwith its spired cathedral
•and Move by the'njassivc and mysterious presence
of. ■Sloiiuhiiuuu;..:. Windsor Ca^le .;1 . hiJItop-.crowned with a Norman Castle., where the Queen
r<"ides. overlooking Ihe Thames and the meadow
■ ol Runny mode .where the Magna ("arta was
signedi Oxford with the "dreaming spires" of
the am u-iit university buildings Cambridge i the
other medR'val university city whijse college
meadows. \vhW wF?fere there ."were a mass' of
daffodils ,-TTITI spring Tlpwers' HatfiHd" House,
where (/uecn Elizabeth t'lived as.a girl, seat of the
great Cecil lamilyv+Jarls ohSalisbprv ■...'

it-voted to
"k College
tv .ilk awayij, i history.
,.h- 'd drama
s

,

m,

#'d

to field" g studied
:i> Like his
Whitehall.
beheading
fd ceiling
sor might
)' observe
lament to

'There seems to be J
something magical
in a young American's
Hrst corrfixct with £urope'
Ac also went on .1 iworjay exc.irs'or. to-SI-rni
lot;rjU«H-Avon to MH> A+u-i^ Hathaway s cottage
Shake-peare's birthplace and attend a play at th(
Memorial Theatre (in the way hack we called ir
■ ,n <:.„'„■.»., » "'

$■;•

Ipn. ,lr,mlf,lha,.\ I,,,.,.,

UJ.

ihe ("olswnlds ,1 Ipvely.s1nne gentleman's house
with tlie Washington famih crest 'siars & bars■ ill :, stone over the iitjtel We were caught that
day in a U'l'.ik snowstorm (here's nothing -adder
th."i now mi daffodils and si) we missed "the"
phni-'d vi>t to .Ihe P'ike.i.1 MarlrforiHigh's
Ulmt-i-iin I'alacc where Winston Churchflf was

:.

I Weekends are free, but voluntary,actvities are
shmetiTnos planned particularly at the Tiegin'mnq
ol ihe course when stinietits have not->el adapted
in iheitvsurroimdings Later'on it Incomes* quite
i'.i|wv».|ble to jure a single student aua\ I'rOmfhis
pi ivale-pursuits which, in m\ group! included
pla> um «. 10I111 for a rock group U Inch W;H cutting a
ills, weekending "with f.nglisb acijiuniitances.
attending a hospital da-nceand flying to Paris

Semester, in London students spend a lot of
time tr.i\elii»g in lairoi.e They visit mam

J-.,lsk!r'<J 'V> }«'nple to w rite diaries and at.the end .
' off he course afolit half of them offered their work _.
lor in\ inspection .Never have I been so amazed,
edified, pleased and dnwmight.proud as I was to
read these accounts Apart from the talent
shown one \ouiu< Heniingway's reeord of his
contacts with the British female of the species
ought t.) IK- published sometime: the sheer
vitality and varied ol experience would satisfv
anyone, ahout thy quality "of, American youth
All the d.iansis m ways ver.v diverse -from
hieri1 socia'li.'ing to, emircli and cultural activities had made tiocxi contacts in Kngland

villages Such as Rihurv shown here

'Many" had enjoyed hospitality, often under trie
most interesting circumstances, not onlv in
Kngland -and Scotland -but in Krance. ' The
Nether|ands—7?f)ain and Ireland .
* My students faced their.semester-with great
[xmache. topk' superb -advantage of their op
portunities and willbe talking about it all their
lives There seems to be something magical in a
young American s fir.<=t contact with Europe it is
a real, t-hing. not something invented bv Henr\ .
James or Hemingway or Fitzgerald. I felt verv .privileged to see il happenirtg once again

Tht re are two hreaks in-lhe course, each a week
long \ll but one nkcmher in our group got'as tar as
'''TJiSgaiJ/^f I raveled'fart her afiefd to Cermanv
\11stna. Spain Holland and'Belgium Kvervone
seemiid to get Jo Scotland and one or two went to
—Ireland.—
—>—
The dollar has hardened a Tot since early I9H1
and Kngland will not seem so expensive to future
Semester in London students as it did at times to
ours We e,ot i-xerv possible help, however, from
tlicpiopriclorol the Airan Hotel. Major Hichards.
an'amiable.Welshman with a 'Portuguese wife, a
biJiiu0al family and a career in the British arm>. Ix'hrriTf him His hotel kitchimis availablt'-every
eveinng for students tocooft their own food this is
wheje the lug nioiie> can l>e saved for Ihe .really
^ini[»u1a.m ll'iings like tmVtres and pubs and'
• .pai Hi's ami Wei-kends m Antsterifam
■
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Keaton 's serious side shows
By TIM tTMMINGS
Buster Keaton's Battling Butler was shown
this past Sunday in Grafton-Stovall Theatre It
is a more dramatic comedy than we would
expect from this master of slapstick.
In the movie. Keaton concerns himself with
the plot and its narration of the character
development of Alfred Butler Although
Keaton's success is limited in the venture, the
film is nevertheless a pleasure.
Instead of using the plot as a vehicle for
visual humor. Keaton focuses on the spoiled
richVid who. through self-reliance becomes a
man. Indeed, at times there is no comic relief:
the prolonged sequence in which Alfred
receives a relentless beating from the prize
fighter. Battling Butler, is almost painful and
certainly pathetic to watch.
Alfred confronts problems which are more
believable than the conflicts found in Go West
or The General, both Keaton films. As
Friendless in the previously shown Go West.
Keaton plays his strongest character type: the
hapless fop who wins all through his own
ingenuity—despite hll own incompetence. But
Alfred in Battling Butler is a dapper
aristocrat. The odds are not entirely against
him this time: he" is more credible than

Friendless.
As always, the goal is the gal. but Alfred will
not win her inJCeaton's tradition of resourcefulness. mr.-«WI^OTlchoice in a ja*n inspire.-,
the determination he needs to truly be a man.
The situations he faces offer him no alternative
short of total loss of dignity.
The jams get tighter as the action
progresses. If Alfred is going to win the
mountain girl, he must pose as a prize
fighter.This he does, but as he is about to
confess the hoax he is hastily ushered into his
own wedding. After the marriage, he knows
that to keep his girl, he will have to play out the charade.
•
When Battling Butler begins to plummel
Alfred with blows, only his physical strength

can save him from the beating. He must keep
his dignity intact. Out of love for the girl and
pride for himself, he fights back and wins.
The sight gags, though not as plentiful as
those in Go West, are just as gratifying.
Consider the trout which leap past an oblivious
Alfred as he fishes in vain, the ring-ropes
which mecilessly thwart him in training camp,
or Alfred's fruitless attempt to bludgeon a
duck with the barrel of his shotgun while
balancing in a kayak.
Though Keaton offers us slapstick in smaller
doses. Battling Butler provides an opportunity
to look at the serious side of his comic genius.
True Keaton fans should appreciate the fact
that Buster Keaton can do much more than
make us laugh.
THIS SUNDAY, the free movie will be Tall
Blonde Man with One Black Shoe, a French
espionage farce. Ordinary People, the
academy award-winning movie which was
Robert Redford's directorial debut, will be
shown in Grafton-Stovall Theatre Friday and
Saturday at regular University Program
Board prices.

Sidetracks

Valley Day
Exhibits, displays and activities for Valley Day
will he held on Godwin field from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday. See additional information in this issue
for details.

A number of student acts will be presented at Maxims, the
student coffeehouse. Friday night.
Performers include: David Anderson. Tom Baldwin. Kevin
Gallagher and Scott Lewis, and Scott Runger and Brian Bradford.
The show is free. It beginsatsp.m. in Chandler Hall.

The first play of the season is Bad Habits, written by Terrance
McNally.lt will be performed this weekend in Wampler Experimental Theater.
The comedy is actually two short pieces about rest homes
where people go to cure their bad habits. At the first, Ravenswood. the clientele overindulge in their actions and "let it all
out." The second. Dunelawn. uses a different method to cure the
afflicted
Performances are at 8 p.m. only on Friday and Sunday. But on
Saturday the play will be presented twice: at 7 and 10 p.m.

VHESENTS
-*.«

SPECIAL APPEARANCE
By
* KevinInJames *
TURTLE'S Lounge

POPULAR WASHINGTON, D.C.
PERFORMER HAS PLAYED AT
THE CELLAR DOOR
AND THE WAREHOUSE

Sept. 18 & 19th 9:00 pm
no cover
DON'T FORGET SUNDAY SPECIAL

RIBS and REDSKINS
12 noon
^

51 COURT SQUARE
DOWNTOWN HARRISONB URG
/
4M-3MA

:;*a^^'»
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

Orioles
vs.
Detroit
Tigers
$12.00. September 21
Includes ^upp^r reserved
seating and transportation

8
ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS

September 18,19
7:30, 10:00
G-S Theater
$1.25 w-ID
$1.75 Guest

. Kot*<r tlrttord
KBtaUSi Mary M*. Moor*
DMOM Oonao Vuirwtn)

■*

KSTSUrfO(OTM»*CK»r tTOlyV

■DTXMBVUr AKnn Sngmi
IBMIM JXtKoww

Jfco-i

*

iaraMb«Aio«uMT Johnoofc.
OW^W"\\*NW« OM4MM

Tickets now on sale For: .

MARTIN

Jim Mapes
Sept. 22,8:00 p.m. Wilson Hall $1.00

The
FabulousThunderbirds
Sept. 26,8:00 pm
Friday Midnight Movie
G-S Theater $1.25 w4D

$4.00 with

Wilson Hall
$5.00 Guest

\rmi m mmwn

Blackfoot

Def Leppard

September 20,8:00 p.m. Godwin Hall
$7.00 W-ID $8.00 Guest
xi. .«.VJV.»..'.■■■•■

—

Johnny Van Zant

Tickets Now on Sale
UPB office Mon.-Fri. 11-4
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Beer and rock h'roll
highlight Beginnings

I,

.2**.

_

By SAL APARO
The third annual Beginnings, spoasored by the Interfraternity Council, was
held Sept 11. 1-6 p.m. on
Greek Row
Three rock 'n' roll bands.
ARZNOVA. JAZZRO MCMANN and the main attraction. THE ROADDICKS.
provided entertainment for
the day-long festival which
included much beer.
The main reason for
Beginnings "is to bring the
Greek system together mostly
for freshmen, so they can find
out about Greeks," according
to Dave Chipman. IFC
president and a member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Robert Nicol. Theta Chi
■president-, said Beginnings
provides "good publicity as

far as rushes are concerned.
II gels people to come ovep
and see what fraternities are
all about."
"Beginnings will be a
continuing trend to introduce
the
Greek
system
to
students." said Chipman.
A four dollar admission is
charged to all non-Greeks,
while IFC funds pay for
fraternity tickets. Fraternity
■members pay dues "to their
fraternity which then contributes to the IFC.
Sororities received one
ticket per member and were
charged three dollars for each
extra ticket.
Chipman noted about 80
percent of the tickets were
used for rush purposes.
Students rushing a fraternity
are considered non-Greek.

GREEK ROW was the site of this year's Beginnings festival

"•^oto by Tom lighlon

/

m '
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I Colonial House
j

of

i

Hairstyling

Port Republic &

MC
VISA
LOCAL CHECKS

1-81
434-2455

MOUUARO

Jownsoni

vlebAmtom/

I Welcomes J.M.U.

i <

1433 South Main Street
Call 433-1588

Within
j Walking Distance

s7or you

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS
ALL YEAR
Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner
*

rf

*^

Send 3 people to

"

EXPRESSIONS HAIR CUTTERS
Get yournext haircut for FREE
Referrals will be kept
track of as they visit
BE SURE TO HAVE FULL NAME
OF PERSON SENDING YOU
Ask for Kim or Ginger.

1431 S*Main St.
Shoneyls Feature Value

hm Tke Owm SJcatye

SOLID COIOI

Beacon
Blankets

gaH'O Pound!
Dinner
$■

Sl£onU«te...Sl£onYilua!

8-Pieces
Fried Chicken Buck.,
INCIOOB: 1I CIICH CHICKEN. US. POTATO SAtAD
O* COll SLAW 1 4 DINNE, ,011$
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
0i

h

e

ftl

^L
• r ,»** »«l '«""• •* raquirad to be
yy •**«* for sale .n oach Kroger Sice e.cept as
speohca*y noted m th* ad If we do run out ot an adven»ed
|tem. we «-" ofle/ you your choice of | comparable item
when available. reflecting the same savings or a raincheck
whrch w* entitle you to purchase the advertised (tern at the
advertiied price within 30 days

Ftam Tfee Deft
SANOV MAC

Deli Style
Boiled Nam

• A full half-pound of ground beef patty topped
with golden onion rings.
• Served with French fries (or baked potato
5-10pm).

$

£ 3

• Toasted Grecian bread.
• SHONEY'S ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT SOUP &
SALAD BAR!

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kroger ,s guaranteed (or you- total
I Mtrsfection regardless o( manufacturer If you are not satis i
ned. Kroger will replace your item with the same brand o. a
[^comparable brand or refund youi purchase price

,.

Thank you for coming to...

SHONEYS

^mmmmmmmmmmm^
>.«.*•• *

T-

%

i

•■

■

'
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Now with two locations
to serve you.
Rock z« *? 4MG
Rt. 33 East

9.

OS
-,U»B/R00M - DELICATESSEN
Imported Cheeses
Gourmet Items of all Nations
catering
Mon-Sat
Sun 10AM
&0 W. Water Harrisonburg
434-7647

Sandwiches (Eat In - Take Out)
Wine & Beer (On & Off)
8AM - 1AM
- I AM
110 S. Jefferson Lexington
463-3338 ~^~

434-4418
I
I

AUTO HARTS

(New) Rt. 33 East
(beside the Sheraton Inn)
Register for Grand Opening Prizes
Sept. 14 - 19th
- .

Everything Automoti\e
' for Imports and Domestic.
Big
-

Frisbee with $&00 purchase

OF COURSE DISCOUNTS TO
STUDENTS

wd. m

I Rt.33 East open 8-8 Mon.-Fri. 8-4 Sat
I Rock St. 8-5 Mon. 8-4 Sat. Mon.-Fri. I

U. m <%**tmd

Ttoi*.

WERNER'S

0d lem uilk tin HCeMe

Etwij Ktgkla
tm% Sdi. oml Swc

KOHNI

Hem 9-etoe

A££ me PAKCAxes you CAK EAT 9 a«-2t»
68-70 W. (Hate Si.

-

(RUM

frm pMft«9 i«k) 433-9146

Get Your Picture in the Yearbook
Don't be Dumb
__ .*
and
Forget like you Always Do
STOP!!!
by the Bluestone office on the
Main Floor
of the Campus Center and sign
____
Up
to get youi* picture taken
only $3.00
and your assured of getting in the book.
Sign-ups end next Tuesday the 22nd

KX /\ XX XX XX

v/ \/ \/ XX XX V z

— Party Package Store
915 South High Stget 434-6895
WVPT— TV Gate turn right - 2 stop
lights turn left on S. High St
Legal Age Beer 19 - other alcohol
bev. - 21
Michelob 2.59 Tuborg Gold 1.99
Busch 1.99
Black Label 6 pk. 1.49
Moosehead 3.19
Mickey Malt Liquor 6 pk. 149
Strohs Party Pac 12-12 oz. 4.69

free ice
KEG ROOM SPECIALS
1-4 keg FREE ICE 35 lbs.
Old Mill 15.95
Budweiser 19.95
1-2 keg "Free Ice" 45 lbs.
Old Mill 25.95
Busch Prem. 29.95
Save On Ice
100 1-4 kegs
4,00 12 1-2 kegs
National Bo "Longnecks" case 24
Free Ice 499
20 lb. bage "fee Special" 1.69
MilkShenandbah gal. jug 209
Potatoes 101b. bag no. 1 L29
Pretzels Shyders reg. 1.09 sale £9
Lemonade- fruit punch- gal jug 1.69
Eggs extra large "A" doz. .89
.

•

\2r

Cassagnol scores twice

Soccer team defeats VMI, 2-1
By DANNY FINNEGAN
LEXINGTON - For Ralph Cassagnol. it was a debut
to remember
Cassagnol. a junior transfer student from Orange
County Community College, scored both goals as the
James Madison University soccer team opened its
season with a 2-1 win over Virginia Military Institute
"I felt good that we won. that's the most important
thing." said Cassagnol. who was born in Haiti and
moved to the U.S. when he was 12. "It felt good to come
in and contribute in the first game, because the guys on
the team have really made me feel welcome."
One player who made Cassagnol feel especially good
was Jeff Brown The two combined for the winning
goal near the end of the first half and team up to
control the middle of the field throughout the contest.
On the winning goal. Brown took a pass from freshman midfielder Tony Farrell and rocketed a low linedrive at the VMI net which keeper Tony Yelverton just
knocked awnv Cassagnol then only had to tap the ball
info the net
Cassatrol puttheDukes up i-fl about 30 minutes into
the game when he fired a low shot past Yelverton from
20 yards

Photo by Oavid L Johnson

RALPH CASSAGNOL
2-1 win over VMI.

scored both goals in JMU's

"Roth of them are quiok—and the techniques are
good, so they can move the ball fast. But for them to be
effective, we need to go outside, where I feel we have
the best one-on-one wing in the state, Casey Stemper."
In the first half, the offense did just that, pushing the
ball to wings Stemper and Billy Brunner, thus opening
the middle for Cassagnol and Brown. All four had
excellent scoring oppurtunites before the Dukes
scored, and JMU outshot VMfSa-4 in the first half.
THE TEMPO of the game switched in the second
half VMI came to life, outshooting the Dukes 12-8. The
Keydet defense switched to an offside trap in the
second half, and the strategy worked as JMU was
taken out of several rushes on offside calls.
With the Duke offense having some trouble in the
second half, goalie Jim Edwards came to life. After
having to make only one save in the first half, Edwards
recorded five more in the second 45-minute period.
Edwards played an agrressive game, coming with
many loose balls and three times intercepting VMI
corner kicks before any damage could be done.
With eight minutes to go in the game. Edwards' bid
for a shutout was lost. JMU back Bobby Isaacs was
called on for a controversial push in the penalty area,
and VMI's Young Kim pushed the resulting free kick
just out of Edwards' reach.
Overall. Vanderwarker was pleased with the team's
first effort "First of all, I was glad we won. We played
some nice soccer in the first half, we just got
overanxious in the second half. We still have a lot of
preparing to do for Saturday, but we got the first game
jitters out of the way."
The game Vanderwarker reffered to this Saturday is
with Howard University, the second ranked team in
the region.

FOR JMU'S OFFENSE to be a success this year, the
Brown-Cassagnol duo must click. "They play^really
well together, they complement each other," commented coach Bob Vanderwarker. "We can constantly
switch them between striker and midfield, and that
way no one can key on just one of them.-'—
The two play with a similar style also, Vanderwarker noted. "The best part of Ralph's game is his
awareness on the field. He always knows where the
ball is and where the open man is, and Jeff is the same
way.

<*
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Sports
Home Opener

Dukes appear ready to rebound

z

By RICHARD AMACHER
James Madison University's football team has a
chance to turn the tables this Saturday when it meets
Austin Peay State University here.
After a season opening defeat to Appalachian State
University, the Dukes appear ready to rebound.
"We had an excellent practice Monday, and I expected that." said coach Challace McMillin. "We will
come back. That game is all behind us. We can forget
about it and go on."
Austin Peay. under the direction of new mentor
Emory Hale, was a 24-14 winner over Kentucky State
College last week.
But Hale, who could become only the second Austin
Peay coach in 45 seasons to win the first two game$
on the Governors' schedule, was not pleased with his
team's performance.
"We were terrible, but we had enough hustle and
conditioning.to win." Hale said. "If we don't get
•tter during the week, we're going to get blown to
smithereens." added the coach, who had 12 successful seasons at Oak Ridge (Tenn.) High School
before signing with Austin Peay in January.

. •-

Governors

THE GOVERNORS, who are the only Division I -A A
school on JMU's schedule, have been victorious in the
two previous meetings of the schools. But both games
were close.
In 1979 Austin Peay snuck out of Madison stadium
with a in-6 win. Last year the Dukes dominated the
Governors statistically, but Austin Peay capitalized
on several JMU mistakes including two turnovers
late in the fourth quarter, which it converted into
touchdowns, and posted a 21-3 defeat.
This week's game should be of great importance to
Austin Peay because it will count in the Ohio Valley
Conference standings as it is a designated OVC game

Dukes

v»cm

since the Governors do not face the conference's
newest member. Youngstown State, this season.
Austin Peay makes its return to Madison stadium
with basically the same type of team as it had last
year, according to McMillin. The Governors return 39
lettermen and are comparable to the Dukes in size.
On offense the Governors run a split backfield.and

~>

have some fast personnel. McMillin said. _
Sophomore tailback Floyd Jones, who scored once
against the Duke's last year, led the Governor's offense last week with 123 yards on 13 carries and
scored twice. Of Austin Peay's 387 total yards, 269
were gained on the ground.
Quarterbacking the Governor's is sophomore Rob
Christophel. who completed six of 14 passes for 118
yards and a touchdown and rushed for 34 yards on 10
carries. Christophel hit freshman split end Rodney
Long with a 21-yard strike to account for the touchdown.
ALTHOUGH AUSTIN PEAY'S defense allowed
Kentucky State 343 yards in total offense, it took the
ball away from the ThorobreThsseven times. The
Governor's intercepted five Kentucky State passes
and and recovered two of their six fumbles.
But Hale thinks that defense is where Austin Peay
r~*'u' *'»Jtaprove most. "We've got to improve our
secondary tackling and get more big plays out of our
defensive people." he said.
The game should be of equal importance to the
Dukes, who are looking to avenge their losses to
Austin Peay and also avoid a disharmonious 0-2 start.
No major changes are planned for Austin Peay,
although it is likely the Dukes will pass more.
Quarterback Tom Bowles attempted 13 passes last
week and completed just five. McMillin attributes
Bowles dismal statistics to trying too hard.
Again. McMillin is optimistic heading into
Saturday's game and thinks that his players will
come back after last week's discouraging loss.
"Our players know they don't have any choices
really." he said. "It's either come backback or quit,
and none have quit. Winners come back from
something like this and losers quit gripe and complain."

o
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'Freshmanitis' may hurt Duchesses

Goiters return no seniors, little experience
By IAN KATZ
When James
Madison
University's women's golf
team opens its season today at
the Longwood Invitational in
Farmville, Va., it will include
the most raw talent JMU has
had in many years.
"This is probably the most
talented team I've had." said
Coach Martha O'Donnell. who
started women's golf at JMU
15 years ago and has been the
coach for 14 of those years.
But O'Donnell knows talent
alone does not win matches.
O'Donnell said the team's
biggest weakness will be
"freshmanitis. They <- - ju01
aren't experienced golfers,"* "v
she said. "Collegiate golf is
getting more and more ^tense. The girls have ww'
ready for that."
The team, which has no
seniors, took five golfers to
Longwood College, just as it
will to all matches. On each of
the three days of the invitational, the four best of
those five scores will count.
JMU took juniors Wendy
Currie, number one, Jo Ann
Snyder, number two and

Theresa Orlando as the
number three golfer.
Allison Groat, a freshman
from Pittsburgh, will be the
number four player and
sophomore Cheryl Gustitus
will be ranked fifth.
The golfers qualified for
these positions by competing
for the spots at previous
practices, which were held at
Spotswood Country Club in
Harrisonburg.
At Longwood. only three
Division I teams of the six
teams present competed.
They were JMU; the only
Division I team in Virginia,
rinn State University and
[arshall University.
O'Donnell
saw
the
ZTt'^t tournament as a
le team's success this
year. *'If we do well at
Longwood, we'll probably
breeze through this year,"
O'Donnell had predicted.
"Last year we performed
miserably at Longwood, and it
seemed to start a slump that
lasted the whole year."
When the Longwood tournament ends Saturday, the
team will immediately travel

to Boone. North Carolina for
the Lady Apps Invitational
beginning Monday at Appalachian State University.
The Lady Apps is a bigger,
more competitive tournament
than the Longwood. The
Duchesses will be one of 12
teams and will be competing
with the likes of Duke
University. University of
North Carolina and Wake
Forest University. All but two
teams willjje in the Division I
category.
For the Lady Apps tournament, O'Donnell's lineup
has Currie at number one:
sophomore Valerie Baker,
number
two:
Orlando,
number three; Groat, number
four and junior Kim Brownley
at number five.
Lineup for the two tournaments differs because of
conflicts
in
the
girls'
schedules,
according
to
O'Donnell.
"Jo Ann Snyder has three
tests next week," said
O'Donnell. "So obviously she
won't be going with us to
Appalachian State. When the
girls have an overload of

academic work, they stay at
school."
The Duchesses' lineup will
vary even more throughout
the year as the team will play
qualifying . rounds among
themselves every week for a
spot on that week's tournament roster.
"There won't be one set
lineup for the year." con-

firmed O'Donnell.
O'Donnell hopes the team
will handle the competition
better emotionally than they
did last year.
"Last year our problem was
overconcentration,"
said
O'Donnell. They should have
been much better than they
were. They tried too hard and
tensed up in the matches.'

Photo by Yo Nagaya

WITH NO SENIORS returning to anchor them. JMU's lady
golfers will have to rely on a host of largely inexperienced underclassmen this fall.
Photo by Yo Nagaya

Intimidation of intramural officials unjust
Director Parry intrudes on basketball game
By RICHARD AMACHER
Overstepping one's boundaries is a
serious offense.
This is a story about such an incident.
First a little background. I've been
a student at James Madison
■ University for four years. During that
time I've participated in and officiated intramural basketball games
and I currently am on an intramural
team.
Monday night the Applicators (the
team I play for) and Hanson C section
were involved in a close game that
was loosely officiated. With less than
30 seconds remaining in the contest
the score was tied.
Hanson C section had posses ion and
one of its players broke down court on
a fast break. Under the basket waited
the Applicators' Tom Hazzard. the
mainstay of our team. Unwilling to let
Hanson C section's player have an
easy lay-up, Hazzard tackled him.
The referees duly called a foul on
Hazzard, and rightly so, since the play
was an obviously dangerous one.
Some might even have termed it

HACKING

D.:V

flagrant. But a foul was all that was
called.
THE PLAYER FOULED got up
uninjured and hit two free throws that
eventually proved to be the winning
margin.

Just at the moment this took place,*
Mike ParryMhe student director of
intramurals hpfe, walked by. Parry
witnessed the incident and directed
his referees to call a technical foul on
Hazzard.
A technical under the intramural
department's rules meant Hazzard
was automatically ejected from the
game.
«
Not being a sore loser, I was not
greatly concerned over the loss of this
game. But that Parry obviously had
intimidated the officials and possibly
altered the outcome of the game did
concern me.
Parry has no authority to order the
referees to make specific calls. In this
case, it was clearly a judgment call,
one that should have been made by
the officials if they had thought it
warranted.
Neither one did. In fact, one official
admitted to Hazzard after the game
he had no intention of calling him for a
technical.
Whether the call should or should
not have been made is not the point—
the point is Parry's actions were

unjustified.
Intimidation of officials by intramural directors has most likely
happened before. Having once been a
referee I am convinced of this. George
Toliver the intramural director often
appeared at games in the past.
Toliver's mere presence created
pressure on my colleagues and I.
PARRY'S THINKING he has right
to intrude upon a game in progress is
absurd. It's like saying President
Carrier has the right to come out of
the stands during an intercollegiate
basketball game and expel an opposing player from Godwin Hall (as
Parry suggested be done to Hazzard)
for flagrantly fouling Linton Townes.
Hundreds of intramural games take
place in the course of a season:
Monday night alone probably 12 to 15
games were played. It is likely most
occurred without incident.
But if Parry truly believes he has
the right to intervene whenever he so
chooses. I have to wonder how many
of those games are subject to Parry's
nuisance.

■»--"
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htramural basketball
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Bombers set to repeat as A-League champs
By KATHY KOROLKOFF
• With one week of men's
intramural basketball play
completed, it appears that the
Bomber's.
last
year's
champions, once again are the
team to beat.
Six members of the squad
that defeated the Oz's to win
the 1980 title are back "and
leading the Bombers to no plus
point performances.
"Everyone on the team
really contributes." said
senior captain John Wright.
"There are no stars."
The club boasts a commmanding lead of A league with
a 3-0 record. The Bomber's
won all three games by
decisive margins. In their
first game they easily

defeated Sylvia's'Boys. 62-40:
then the Bombers crushed the
Dingelberries by 30 points 6636.
.In a rematch of last year's
title game the Bombers blew
out the Oz's 66-31.
"They're awesome." said
student intramural director
Mike Parry. "They' are
definitely the team to beat."
Parry explained that the
basketball program this year
consists of 15 leagues, two of
which are championship
divisions.-TA total of 92 teams play five
games each. Any team that
does not forfeit a game during
the regular season is eligible
for the playoffs, and any club
that forfeits two games is
expelled from the program.

In Championship Division I,
Sigma Nu and Theta Chi are
tied for first place, each
sporting a 2-0 record.
Sigma Nu notched victories
over AXP. 45-35. and Pi Kappa
Phi. 42-38. while Theta Chi
recorded wins over TKE and
AXP
Hanson
and
Howard
Johnson's, both 2-0, are atop
Championship Division II.
The Hanson club has beaten
Ikenberry and Hoffman, while
Howard Johnson's defeated
Hoffman and Sigma Pi.
In B League, the Squad and
Tri-Hump are tied for first
with 3-0 records. The Squad
has beaten Dilligas, Pi Kappa
Phi and CCM I.
The Hump has victories
over Pi Kappa Phi, The Club
and Dilligas.

/

by Kim

MEN'S INTRAMURAL
basketball standings show the
Bombers, Sigma Nu, Theta
'Chi, Hanson, Howard Johnson's, the Squad, and TriHump leading their respective
leagues.

Pttolo by Kim Perm*

Student football
tickets available
Aikiaiic dapartaMirt rtinu

October intramural activities
Sport

Sign up date
-*■•

Cross Country

P*

Sign up by 12:00 p.m. Monday Oct. 5 at
the IM Bulletin Board located across
from Godwin 102. The meet begins at
4:00 p.m.. Oct. 5.

Soccer

Team rosters need to be turned in by
Sunday, Oct. 4 at 6:00 p.m. in Godwin
344. Play oegins Oct. 7.

Table Tennis

Sign up by 12:00 p.m. Thursday, Oct.
22 at the IM Bulletin Board located
across from Godwin 102.

Stadium sections 3-7 have been reserved for full-time
James Madison University students for home football
games.
Students will be required to present a valid I.D. to the
ticket takers to gain admission to the stadium. Seating in
the student section will be on a "first-come, first serve"
basis.
Special seating arrangements will apply to the
Parents' Day game on Oct. 17 a^Jffky Furman
University so that JMU students may sit with their
parents.
All seats will be reserved. Students will receive their
own reserved tickets at no charge by presenting theta*
ID. at the Athletic Ticket Office in Godwin Hall during
the week of October 5-9.
At that time, students may buy tickets for their
parents for seats next to their own at sue dollars per
ticket. Parents may also pay for their tickets through
the mail by using a form they will receive, but the tickets
must be picked up by the student in order to have seats
together.
With increaded stadium seating capacity, spectators
(students, alumni and the general public) will be encouraged to join the Dukes in the stadium for the 1981
season. Access to the hillside will be limited and all
spectators will be asked to sit in the appropriate seating
sections in the stands.

•«a^v
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CassiHeds

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
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For Sale

I7Hm

MLPUFE, IMOULPLIKE TO PROPOSE TwimsoaetYDBwne

woes A*/**
OUTAT

FOR SALE: Female Housing
Contract. Call EJen «4.-4276
or P.O. Box 3087.
FOR SALE: IBM Selectric
typewriter, non-correctable,
excellent condition. 1 dozen
carbon film ribbons included.
$450.00 firm. The Public
Stenographer 433-9212 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 pv.m. Term
Papers. Custom Typing.
Electronic Typewriter gives
you error free copy.

THECUB:\

jwmmwri

HEM HEAR'

Wanted
WANTED: Work from home'
part time. Earn $90-$160 per
week servicing. Weight loss
clients for new weight
reduction program. Exciting
opportunity, fun and highly
rewarding. Call for appointment. 1-703-949-6074.

c

-vw*

Services
SPOTSWOOD
SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners announces its
dorm room special. For only
$10 we will professionally
steam clean any dorm room
carpet up to 150 sq. ft. Call 4346612between8a.m. and4p.m.
for an appointment.

1

^

SPOTSWOOD
SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners is offering a
10 percent discount to all
faculty members off of our
already low prices. Any living
room, dining room and
hallway steam cleaned for
only $29.95 Call 434-6612
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. for
more details and an appointment.

UHY, JEREMY CAVENDISH!
WHAT A SURPRISE! MALI
WE YEARS TVEKH0UNY0U,

rr

ww NEVER $m&/our Qfegc
H**l

HHM..

m'..

F16HT..

IOME.

HOUVOUEAH
FEEL ABOUT
PKX50OCB
OFTHEUORP
{RAPE*?

raeoeB

I LIKE ™£'
IT. IT {™£?
JUMPS Mf*2
MAT

TB^^H

?1PSP
by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

Stars On Campus

(SO, HO*ARE THIW&S rflTH
W News.M.^ftsiwn!! AJ*USTJJ *&
YA CrCTiM' evE«m»*j&
rAieJi WHAT* i
YA WANT/

1 DONT KNOW... MAYBG IT HAS SbMETW*?
TO-DO WITH THe NEXT'
PEOPLE WAtTlN€r TD. '

see vbu.

a

Ltt»?
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KZL,

^f PVK6S. MAMCO ffcaauA. R**.TH
P««5iOejrr. ft)T lyfMtfo "THE HAME

TYPING: Research papers,
letters, resumes, and other
miscellaneous typed papers.
Call Jersy at 433-3341. P.O.
1511.
GRADUATES. Wfe HUNTERS: Resume "^jj^Job
search letters prepares by
professional writer. Call 2694972.

UH..PKX?
IF I MAY,
tD UKETO
SPEAK OUT
A6AINSTMR-

rVEPf&mPATYPEP
DRAFT OFOXEPfKXIAL
DESCOBH5HSPOUQES
SOW CAN ALL APPROVE
THEHJ0RON5.

WANTED: Applications being
accepted for Local Swim
Coach. Interested persons
should submit resume by
September 25th to Richard
Senf ield. Box 346. Keezletown.
VA 22832. Or call 269-8411 or
434-4958.

i»

TPUKE100PEH
90 FICOn N0UJ10
FURTHER C0MMEM5
AHDPSOmOU.

CASE!

WANTED: Mature babysitter
for 5-year-old boy from 2:00
until 5:00. Must be picked up
from Keister school each day.
Must
have
own
transportation. 550 Maryland Ave.
434-4768

HELP
WANTED:
The
Coordinator for services to the
Handicapped Students at JMU
needs, your help. We are
looking for readers for the
visually impaired. We also
need people willing to assist
handicapped students
in
various library research
efforts. For further information, contact Dr. Eramerling at the Counseling and
Student Development Center.
Alumnae Hall. 200. 433-6552.

H0UABOUT

\L. TIP>Y

iS IT?J? itc MlLL'lHt C««AnC»<£e~
SAL Pfi«jpeMT *w THIS Isjoe ap
.
'

by Lance Foster

Foster Dog
'Ws-

ITS SO RELUXIN' GOING OUT WITH' YoO
POWERDOO. YoO'W SO SuAV«,So »r*»ui
AND CDo«,Tiov)b ,.. You 'M S«x.« *

LETS ENP TMIS SPCCIAL CVtNlt'O
IN AN UNFORocrTftStl WAY
AH

How Aoout ESKIMO K»«*lMa ?
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Services
IMPROVE YOl'R GRADKS:
Research catalog-306
pages-10.278
topics—rush
$1 (H> Box 25097C Los Angeles.
9(1025. (213) 477-8226.
ELECTRONIC _, (EARRING
"AND PIN :-H0l. TefrLtorErte'
comes complete with a Minibattery. Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
Trading. Box 1007-A. Warwick. R.I. 02888.

Lost
LOST: Strand, gold s-chain
bracelet on or near campus on
Friday afternoon.
Great
sentimental value. Please
return. Beth 433-3328.

Found
FOUND: Light brown dog in
vacinity of J.M.'s. Call 4335394. Must identify.

l

B

ooe

Needed
NEEDED:
One
female
roomate to take over drop-out
lease Squire Hill Apts. Will
discount
rent
for
fall
semester. $60 plus utilities per
month. .CalJ .collect after 5
t>.m. 703-560-0111

Personals
SHENANDOAH
SHARKS:
Good game Sunda< Keep up
the good work guys! Good
luck for the rest of the season.
Loveya. W.O.S.S. (your fans)
HEY
CHEERLEADERS!
We'll be diplomatic: either do
our cheers or don't cheer at
all. The Band.
RONDO: Thanks so much for
the super special weekend!
I'm so gald that the Lord put
you in my life! It has been a
great 1.5 years! You are super
neat! I Love You! Love.
Eggplant

IS

K HAIR

terh

», > V

Experienced Hair Stylists
Jor Suys & Sah
337 Casi JlCarkt cS/.
433SS91

«P

GO GREEK: Panhellenic and
TFC encourage all freshmen,
transfers
and
returning
students to find out what
Greek life has to offer.
RUSSELL:'Just a small thank
.you for all of the happiness
you've brought me over the
past two years. Here's to at
least another two years that
are as wonderful. I love you!
Happy anniversary. Jennifer.

~w*

IN ZETA TAU ALPHA
sorority
We
intensify
friendship
We foster a spirit of love
We promote happiness...
We aspire to a purer and
nobler womanhood.
JJL: I just wanted to thank
you for the greatest year of
my life. I hope I can make the
upcoming years as happy for
you as you have made this
past one for me. MLM
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
GAMMA
DELTA
wish
Heather Stimson a happy
birthday. Sisterhood,
Scholarship, Activities,
Togetherness... Alpha Gam!
FOR ALL THE SEPTEMBER
"Birthday Boys" of Sigma
Nu: Josh, Mark d., Jim S.,
Andy R.. and Jim V. We hope
your day is only the beginning
of a fantastic year! We love
you-The Little Sisters of
Sigma Nu.
BECK & STANLEY: You
guys are the best! I'll keep
you posted. Thank you for
caring. MOTHER.

MONICA RITCHIE: Hey Wild
Woman! Hope you have had a
Happy Birthday today and we
wish you many more. We love
you! CHAPPELEAR B204.
SUSAN,
LINDA,
ANN,
LINDA
SLOPPY: Thanks. ME.
GOOD JOB TKE! Great
Wednesday night party! Good
to see the Bull is still flowing!
I'm looking forward to a great
year of over the bumpers! A
Loyal Wednesday
Night
Partier.

COME, HEAR MAX AC live
at the Elbow Room on
Saturday night September
19th. Music by the Grateful
Dead. Hot Tuna, The Kinks,
Elvis Costello, The Jefferson
Airplane and The Beatles.

4*

TO SIGMA KAPPA: Thanks
for the warmth and kindness
of your house Sunday —
Lambda Chi
LET IT BE KNOWN: The
magic carpet rides Friday
night! —The Brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha

♦
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Reduce student parking rates
By LAURA MOUNIE
James Madison University must think we
students are wealthy and have plenty of money
to throw away on parking tickets.
There should be a charge for parking
violations, but not the outrageous fee of $5 per
ticket, and $10 if not paid within 10 days. Big
cities such as Norfolk charge 15 for a parking
ticket. JMU should not be on the same level as
a city, because it is by no means that big.
Another problem is that campus security
started issuing tickets the first day students
arrived an campus this semester. Car owners
did not even have decals that early. Many
students appealed the tickets on the grounds
that they were just moving into their dorms
and needed to park close to their buildings.
Appeals made for this reason were denied. So
before the semester began, many students
owed money to campus security.
■

Car owners should be able to park wherever
they find an available space on Friday and
Sunday nights, and weekends. Visitors on
campus are supposed to get a visitor's pass,
but they very rarely take the time to do so.
Security still gives these vehicles tickets, and
the tickets state that visitors should disregard
the ticket. Why waste the''time of issuing the
ticket, filing it. and even sending the visitor a
reminder to pay it when it is obvious that the
car is visiting?
A fee of $3 for tickets would be" much more
reasonable, as would giving students until the
end of the semester to pay off the debt. Also,
there should be no increase in the fee for late
payment. Many students do not have $10 to pay
for a ticket 10 days after they get to school, but
probably would have $3 sometime during the
semester.
I believe this is much more
reasonable, especially on a University campus.

^

Students should fight costs

- i

By KATE CARPER
A friend of mine once said the cost of living is
much lower in the Shenandoah Valley than
Tidewater or any of the other large areas in
Virginia. If so. I have yet to see it. On-or offcampus, we students are being eaten alive by
Harrisonburg merchants through food bills,
phone bills, bank charges, book costs, and
anything else that will eat away any kind of
money we may have started out with at the
beginning of the semester.
I have had some strange dreams in my time.
However. I can imagine that, aside from the

**»-

nightmares one can get the night before a big
test day, the worst type of dream for a student
would be one in which bills came running after
you, like creatures in a Pac Mac machine,
trying to swallow you.

The dream can change, however, if like in the
game, you can turn around and try to swallow
them up before they get to you. Ways to do this
are by: fighting Virginia National Bank over
their bank charges and moving to other area
banks: on-campus students can fight the
Continental Telephone of Virginia Co. by
purchasing one phone per suite, or by not
bothering with a phone at all. If you feel like
you are being overcharged for anything at all,
complain and, most importantly, ask
questions. An error could very possibly have
been made to save yourself and others some
money
is
worth
the
effort.
oeen made. Any honest effort that can be made
to save yourself and others some money is
worth the effort.
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Readers' Forum
D-hall waste saving program goes too far
To the editor:
Congratulations.
D-hall!
You have done a superb job
with cutting food waste in
Gibbons Hall and saving all of
us students a few bucks.
However. Mr. Moody. I think
you have now pushed the
policy a little too far. My

complaint is not a large one.
but it could be in the future. As
you said in The Breeze, "we'll
be trying to come up with
(more) ideas (about cutting
waste) in October and
November."
My complaint, Mr. Moody?
On Tuesday. Sept. 15, I en-

History set straight
To the editor:
The article which apeared
in The Breeze Sept. 10 on the
historic homes in Harrisonburg and the surrounding area
was a welcome sight- at first
glance1. As I read the short
article I was astounded to find
such a collection of misinformation.
As a person
concerned about and interested in local historic
buildings. I found the article
to be poorly researched.
Specifically, it is well known
that the Thomas Harrison
House is in Harrisonburg, on
Bruce Street. The article
placed this small stone
building in Dayton. Since
Thomas Harrison was indeed
the founder of Harrisonburg,
it would make sense that his
home would be here in town.
Thomas' brother, Daniel
Harrison, settled along Cook's
Creek in Dayton and built a
larger, full two-story dwelling
frequently
called
"Fort
Harrison." Although many of
the early Valley dwellings are
now called forts, few local
historians or architectural
historians would state so
positively that these dwellings
served as forts for defense
against the Indians.
Early houses in Pennsylvania and in this area were
often built over springs,
recalling German traditions
of convenience. The sturdy
stone and log construction,
and often the vaulted cellars,
of
these
early
Valley
dwellings also reflect the
persistence of vernacular
housing forms moving from
central Europe to Pennsylvania and spreading down
through the Valley of Virginia
with the earlv settlers.
The Hockman house, one of
the best local examples of
Victorian architecture. ' is
owned by Dairy 1 Nash (not
Irvin F. Nash, as stated in the,
article).
This building is
particularly significant
because it was constructed by
one of Harrisonburg's leading
builders in the late 19th
century and reflects his
personal preferences during a
period of very eclectic architectural styles.
One of the other buildings
mentioned was Madison Hall
near Port Republic.
The
Madison Hall that was built in
the I70i s was torn down in
1916. Another building was
erected on the same site and is

also referred to as "Madison
Hall". The later "Madison
Hall" dates to I9l7--hardly
historic enough to rank with
the homeplace of the founder
of Harrisonburg-wherever it
is.
Sandra Huemann-Kelly
Ann McCleary
Architectural Historian

tered entrance 2. Hamburgers
and club sandwiches were
being served. The person in
front of me in the serving line
grabbed a plate with a
hamburger on it and asked the
girl behind the counter if he
could have a slice of cheese
with his hamburger. Cheese
was being served on the club
sandwiches. The girl behind
the counter said "I'm sorry,
you'll have to come back with
your plate." I thought this was
kind of ridiculous at the time.,
Then it was my turn. I also
grabbed one of those (ahem)
hot, (ahem) iuicy¥ (ahem)
patties of delight. I asked the
girl behind the counter if I
might have a couple of slices
of bacon (which also were
being served with the club
sandwiches) to possibly help
the taste of the burger. But
was I allowed to compliment
my sandwich? Was I going to
be allowed to be creative
while also being satiated?

"I'm sorry, you'll have to
come back with your plate."
Just like a programmed
machine! Boy, oh boy, did you
do a good job training! Let me
stop for just a minute here and
apologize to the workers. I got
a littlefnistrated, well, maybe
a little upset, okay I got pretty
damn mad! The workers said
they were sorry, but that was
the policy
POLICY,
SMOLICY!! I'm hungry and I
was all set for a bacon-burger.
I expressed myself a little less
than politely that I thought it
was an absurd policy, being
that .if I did come back with
,my plate the hamburger
would be long devoured! I do
not particularly care for Dhall bacon by itself, which in
my opinion should be in the
Guinness Book of World
Records under hardness.
Alright, so my complaint is
a small one: I don't like D-hall
bacon by itself, but I do enjoy
it on an occasional ham-

burger. My point. Mr. Moody,
is the absurdity of your extension of the "seconds" rule.
The next thing to happen if
this type of policy is to be
continued or, Heaven forbid,
advanced, is that people will
have to bring their salad
bowls back for dressing after
they've finished their lettuce!
Then after the dressing, could
you possibly spare some
croutons?
SAINTS. BE
PRAISED!!
SOME
CROUTONS!! yK
Okay, I'm sorry, maybe I'm
getting a little too sarcastic.
Especially since some of the
people around here are offended by sarcasm. But Mr.
Moody. I hope you see the
point I'm trying to make. Like
I said at the beginning of this
letter I think you're doing a
great job. However, now I
think you should turn around
and look into the logic of some
of your policies.

.
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Double-meanings:

.i__

What I really meant was
By SYLVIA MALL
It has finally hit me. I am back at school. Actually, it is not
too bad: at least this time I know what to expect. It only took me
24 hours to readjust to college life. It is amazing how quickly I
reacquainted myself with the ability to distinguish the difference between what people say and what they mean.
When I first came to this campus, I was just an ignorant little., uh...student. I was not aware that James Madison
University's vocabulary consisted largely of double-meaning
terms. It was news to me that "obtaining a college education"
actually meant "learning how to consume lethal amounts of
alcohol in order to catch a major buzz while still maintaining
enough coherence to be able to make it home—ALONE!"
This year I knew right away that when people said, "God it's
great to get back to school," they actually meant, "It's great to
get back into the routine of a continuous drunken stupor." I
have come to understand when someone says one thing, they
inevitably mean another.
For instance. "Hi honey (buddy, sweetie, etc.)" usually
means "God I wish I could remember your name."
Then there's the infamous dieter's favorite, "I'm only going to
eat one thing at dinner tonight." This, of course, means "I'm
only going to eat whatever I can fit onto one tray."
Another instance where multi-purpose words are handy involves the subtle way of indirectly telling someone something is
wrong with them. The casual question at dinner, "Is there
something on my face?".usually means "You have a piece of
cottage cheese suspended from the end of your nose.*'

Romantic entanglements are also a source of many wonderful
double meanings. Included on this list are such favorites as "Do
you want to study together?" This can be translated to—"Do I
move you, baby?". "We're dating other people," means "What
my girlfriend doesn't know won't hurt her."
Even before a relationship begins, double-meaning phrases
come into use. Especially where blind dates are concerned. A
line everyone has heard is "She's got a great personality and is
a beautiful person inside, "and can be interpreted as "She has
the face of a dog and the body to match."
Running a close second to romantic entanglement terms are
the "brush-off" littea.v'One easy way to get rid of a persistent
admirer is to promise them "I'll get back to you later"
whenever they call, when what you really mean is "I'll give you
a call when hell freezes over."
Perhaps the most overused "brush-off line is "I can't talk
now. I have to dash off to class." What a nice way of saying,
"Get away, you bother me, boy."
One that has become a classic is "I'd love to go out with you
Norman, but I absolutely have to study." Of course, the underlying meaning is "Shove off you scum (vermin, moron, etch"
To continue in the JMU tradition of double meanings, I could
say "I have to dash off to class," when what I really mean is,
"The deadline approaches, and I have to end this crap
somehow."
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Plant species found in local area

JMU botanist discovers flower
Editor's note: This story was previously published in the Aug. 4.
1981 issue of The Breeze./-
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By CHARLES A. FAZIO
A James Madison University botany professor has found
something few of his colleagues ever will—a new flower.
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, working with a botanist from the University
of Maryland, has identified a new variety of plant in the lily
family.
Despite Bodkin's modesty in describing his feat, the discovery
is beginning to receive a great deal of media attention. He has
already appeared in The Washington Post, the now defunct
Washington Star and The Richmond Times-Dispatch, and W.JLATV and WRC-TV, both in Washington, DC.
"Simply, what we have done is named a new variety of a
species." he said. But in this case, it is the first new variety of
plant that has been discovered on the Eastern Seaboard since
World War II.
Although Bodkin refuses to divulge the plant's exact location,
he did say the flower was found by the road, somewhere near
Reddish Knob.
WITH HIS newly-found fame, the 18-year veteran of the JMU
biology department also feels embarassment, since he has known
of the plant's existence for some time.
"I hate to admit this, but I ran into this plant two years ago and
misidentified it. It's a very small, inconspicuous little thing."
At that time Bodkin was writing his doctoral thesis, trying to
finish his PhD requirements. With all this on his mind, Bodkin
said he did not pay much attention to the six inch, white flower.
"That's the cardinal sin of a botanist, not to look closely," he said.
"I'm a professional taxonomist and not supposed to look at
things casually. However, sometimes we (taxonomists) don't
look at things as closely as we should.
Bodkin was finally able to revisit the plants this April.
'This time I started to look at it critically, sitting down with the
books. The thing wouldn't key to any plant that was included in
the books."
KEYING IS the matching of unknown plants to the identified
plants of a particular geographic area.
The attempt to key the plant took about two weeks. "I'd stomp
around the laboratory for a while, not being able to identify it.
Then I'd go back and get more specimens until I finally realized,
'Hey. I just might have somethinghere.'"
Bodkin thought the new plant was its eastern cousin, the
Virginia Wake Robin (Trillium pus ilium virginianum). But after
comparing the two flowers, he realized they were not the same. In
fact they had many differences.
It seems the new plant's leaves are shorter and broader than
the Wake Robin. While the anther, which contains the pollen, and
the stigma were the same size on the new mountain plant, the
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DR. NORLYN BODKIN displays the new plant species he discovered.

stigma was longer on the
coastal flower. And the green
petals, or sepals, were
boatlike instead, of flat.
This was all Bodkin needed
to prove the new variety and
to earn the right to name the
plant.
Along with Dr. James

Reveal of the University of
Maryland. Bodkin decided to
name the flower Trillium
pusillum monticulum—of the
little mountains—and for
common use, the Shenandoah
Wake Robin.
Bodkin and Reveal have
written a paper they hope will

be published in the New York
Botanical Garden's journal,
Brittonia.
Since the two taxonomists
found fewer than 1,000 of the
plants, they will try to have
the plant placed on the Endangered Species List.
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